Instructing on the job
Collection: Interacting with learners
All through history, people have learned to do their jobs in the workplace, with the help of
colleagues who can show them how it's all done.
On-job training is intensive, focused and practical. Done well it changes lives. Done
ineffectively and it leads to poor performance and stressed-out learners.
This course provides you with a simple four-step method that has been proven across the
world over many decades. It provides you with the foundation you need to start building
your instructional skills and confidence.

Is this for you?
This course is aimed at anyone who conducts training on the job, regardless of your job role.
No prior knowledge of teaching and learning principles is required - just a willingness to do a
great job of training people in the workplace.

The specifics
Take this course and you’ll be able to:
prepare a job breakdown, listing the key steps in a task and the key points you need to
make at each step;
establish specific, observable objectives for a session of on-job instruction;
commence a session by preparing the learner, putting them at ease, setting the scene,
engaging their attention and building on what they already know;
explain the task without overloading the learner, demonstrating each step, making use of
visual aids and examples, and encouraging questions;
have the learner try the task for themselves, correcting obvious errors, providing helpful
feedback and spreading practice over time;
follow up, putting the learner on their own, providing access to help, checking that the
learner is OK and tapering off support over time.
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How it works
The course is comprised of seven lessons, each of which includes at least one video and
often an activity to complete. These activities are vital in helping you build your skills and
confidence. You will also be provided with a range of valuable resources that you can use for
on-going reference, including a quick reference guide and an infographic.
If you complete the course, you will receive a Skills Journey badge. If you want, you can
complete an optional assignment to help you put what you have learned into practice and
demonstrate your skills to others.
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